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2016 Family Farm Alliance Annual Conference:
The Western Drought—Lessons Learned, Paths to Success
The 2016 Family Farm Alliance conference -“The Western
Drought—Lessons Learned,
Paths to Success” – took place
February 17-19 at the Monte Carlo Resort & Casino in Las Vegas.
This special edition of the Monthly Briefing provides a summary
of the important meetings and
presentations that took place in
Las Vegas last month, offering a
glimpse into the most important
water issues facing Western farmers and ranchers.
The 2016 Annual Conference
general session included panel
discussions on the recent applications and misapplications of the
federal Endangered Species Act,
watershed health, water rights,
and recent important legal developments. As is generally the case,
the theme of problem-solving was
a strong thread woven through the
conference.
“Farm success leads to im-

Alliance President Patrick O’Toole, flanked by Lowell Pimley (L) and John Sullivan (R).
Mr. Pimley was presented with the Alliance’s Distinguished Service Award for his outstanding career at the Bureau of Reclamation, where he recently retired as Deputy Commissioner. Mr. Sullivan was presented with the “Water Warrior” Award, for his 45 years
at Salt River Project and his long-time service on the Alliance’s Advisory Committee.
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provements in global human health,
and human success,” said Alliance
President Patrick O’Toole
(WYOMING) in his welcoming comments to the general session on February 18. “The farmers’ story today is the
same as the great farmers’ story we
have heard in American history for
generations. It is all about adaptability.”
Mr. O’Toole explained that, contrary to public opinion, it is actually the
farmers themselves that are spearheading the efforts of “Climate-Smart Agriculture” in which farmers adopt
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2015 Annual Conference (Continued from Page 1)
measures that take into account the current climate change
era. He repeatedly emphasized that new water storage projects will still be needed in the future, particularly with the
changes in climate that are predicted. He explained the Family Farm Alliance’s role on the steering committee of the
North America Climate Smart Agriculture Alliance, and
warned that farmers and ranchers “must not lay victim” to the
many anti-agricultural agendas that have evolved in recent
climate discussions.
Conference attendees were afforded a glimpse into the
inside dealings of administrative and legislative developments critical to their businesses.
Blake Hurst, President of Missouri Farm Bureau, delivered the keynote address at the February 18 luncheon, titled
“But What do We Know? If you’re curious about the future
of farming, you might ask a farmer.” Mr. Hurst is a thirdgeneration farmer from Atchison County, Missouri and has
been active in Farm Bureau for over 30 years. He is a widely
publicized writer and speaker and has been a familiar name
in the press in recent years. In Las Vegas, he shared his
strong and articulate views on mainstream media “experts”
on farming, and his ideas on how to improve farm policy.
The traditional conference Friday afternoon “tour” this

year featured a preliminary screening of the film, “Thirsty
Land” and the appearance of the film’s EMMY Awardwinning producer, Conrad Weaver, President and owner of
ConjoStudios, LLC, a video production company based in
Frederick County, Maryland. He’s currently working on a
new Feature Documentary called Thirsty Land, which features interviews and footage of ranches operated by two
Family Farm Alliance directors. A trailer and lunch-time
presentation on the making of this film was delivered at the
Dragon Noodle Café to wrap up the 2016 annual conference.
The conference general session was preceded by a full
day of meetings with the Alliance board of directors and
Advisory Committee, where 2016 priority issues and actions
were identified. Key initiatives identified by the leadership
of the Alliance for 2016 are summarized below.
“Another successful year is behind us, and now it looks
like another busy year ahead,” said Mr. Keppen. “I would
like to thank our board, Advisory Committee, Mark
Limbaugh, Gary Sawyers, Susan Errotabere and our conference planner – Jane Townsend – for another successful conference.”
Coverage of other conference highlights are the focus of
this special Monthly Briefing.

FAMILY FARM ALLIANCE PRIORITY INITIATIVES FOR 2016
•

Influence the development of the Congressional West-wide drought bill.

•

Advance the arguments made in our 2015 Colorado River Basin policy paper.

•

Continue to look for creative, coalition-driven ways to reform the ESA, working closely with
Western Governors Association.

•

Use the drought to catalyze needed changes in Western water policy.

•

Seek ways to influence the transition to a new administration, including engaging in the two
national political conventions.

•

Continue to engage in administrative rule-making actions that threaten Western irrigated agriculture, including Reclamation’s excess capacity directive and standard, and federal power
rulemaking (small hydro).

•

Underscore the potential effects and impacts of climate change, building upon the interest created by the Alliance’s 2007 climate change report.

•

Seek ways to streamline the regulatory process so meaningful water projects can be implemented faster and for less money.

•

Continue to develop new resources through increased membership, participation and fundraising to allow the Alliance to fully serve its members.
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Making the ESA Work for the 21st Century
Since it was signed into law in 1973, more than 1,500
species of mammals, birds, fish, reptiles and amphibians
have been listed as "threatened" or "endangered" under the
federal Endangered Species Act (ESA). Failures to recover
listed species have far outnumbered successes. The law has
also generated frustration for land owners who feel the restrictions generated by the ESA outweigh the benefits of the
protections provided.
A diverse panel of interests representing Western governors, species conservation, ranching and federal agencies on
the morning of February 18 explored how the 40-year old
ESA could be made more effective and more responsive to
the scientific advancements and societal needs of the 21st
century, while still maintaining the Act’s goals and objectives.
Panelists include Jason
Peltier (General Manager,
San Luis & DeltaMendota Water Authority), David Willms (Policy
Advisor, Office of Wyoming Governor Matt
Mead), and Patrick
O’Toole (President, Family Farm Alliance). The
90-minute discussion was
moderated by Jim Ogsbury (Executive Director,
Western Governors Association).

different approaches that can be used when implementing
federal environmental laws. One emphasizes voluntary efforts
employing collaboration, partnerships and incentives. The
other approach uses citizen suit provisions, courts, and vilification of agriculture to achieve results that are often not clearly apparent.
“There are the hopefuls and the hatefuls in this kind of
work,” said Mr. O’Toole.
In Mr. O’Toole’s experience, the best science he has seen
involved consulting people “on the ground” who possess abilities that go beyond the those of mid-level agency biologists,
who may never get to see the species in their natural environment. He described a recent example on his property, where
an agency biologists counted 18 sage grouse. When Mr.
O’Toole and another cattle rancher escorted the biologist to
other plots, they tens times
as many birds.
“This kind of disparity of
on-the-ground knowledge
and the baseline data that is
used to inform and dictate
ESA regulation is what we
have to be careful of,” he
said.

Delta Smelt Debacle
Jason Peltier is Deputy Executive Director of the San
Luis and Delta Mendota Water Authority, which consists
of 29 districts serving apDavid Willms, Policy Advisor to Wyoming Governor Matt
Engagement by
proximately 1.2 million acres
Mead, addresses the Family Farm Alliance general session as of farm land, over two milWestern Governors
part of a panel discussion on the federal Endangered Species
lion urban customers and
Act. Seated at the dais is Jason Peltier, general manager of
180,000 acres of waterfowl
Mr. Ogsbury’s opening the San Luis & Delta-Mendota Water Authority.
habitat. He has been at
remarks addressed the
“ground zero” in California’s
need for creating mechanisms for practicing the best pracwater
wars
for
decades,
witnessing
how agency implementatices.
tion of the ESA has led to the creation of biological opinions
“People on the ground provide the best science,” he
(BOs) that are truly an obstruction to farmers. Mr. Peltier desaid, pointing to the many farmers who were in attendance.
scribed how half a million acre-feet of water have been lost in
Mr. Ogsbury also highlighted the Western Governors
just two months due to ESA restrictions. Meanwhile, GoverAssociation (WGA) commitment to bipartisan unity, somenor Jerry Brown’s emergency declaration – emphasizing state
thing he attributes to the success of the organization. He
-wide urban water conservation measures - helped to save a
highlighted WGA’s Chairman’s Initiative, in which the
total of about 1 million AF in 2015. This one example clearly
Chairman of WGA chooses a different issue related to westshows how the ESA has essentially negated other progress
ern states, increasing dialogue amongst the states to share
made in water conservation.
all of the most up-to-date and relevant information. PreviHe also explained that the Delta Smelt has been protected
ous Chairman’s Initiative programs have brought about
by the ESA for the past 26 years, yet accounts now suggest
whitepapers, case studies, webinars, and local workshops to
that smelt numbers are currently the lowest on record.
highlight pertinent issues. This year’s WGA Chairman,
In order to take the proper next steps, Mr. Peltier urged that
Wyoming Governor Matt Mead, has made the ESA and
“we have to come together”. The creation of the Collaborative
wildlife conservation the focus of his 2016 Initiative.
Adaptive Management Team, he said, allows key organizations and major stakeholders to have a safe place for organiza“Hopefuls” vs “Hatefuls”

Continued on Page 4
Family Farm Alliance President Patrick O’Toole, a cattle and sheep rancher from Wyoming, emphasized the two
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Some Clean Water Act Good News: Klamath Straits Drain Lawsuit
One of the West’s
leading water attorneys on the opening
morning of the Family
Farm Alliance annual
conference general
session provided a
timely update on a
recent court decision
that has implications
anywhere in the West,
where movement of
water across water
bodies is a commonAttorney Paul Simmons briefs the place necessity.
Paul Simmons, a
general session audience on the
partner
with the Somimportance of the recent Ninth
ach
Simmons
& Dunn
Circuit court decision regarding
law
firm
in
SacramenClean Water Act applications to
to (CALIFORNIA),
water transfers.
outlined the history,
precedent, and importance of the August 2015 decision by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in the case of ONRC Action v.
United States Bureau of Reclamation. The suit was filed as
a citizen suit by environmental groups seeking to stop water
from flowing into the Klamath River from the federal Klamath Irrigation Project without a Clean Water Act permit. The Court held that the transfer of water into the Kla-

math River through the Klamath Project in California and
Oregon, is not the discharge of pollutants into waters of the
United States without a permit.
Mr. Simmons described the case timeline from its beginning in 1997, when an Oregon environmental group raised the
question of whether a federal Clean Water Act (CWA) permit
was needed to discharge recirculated water from within the
Klamath Irrigation Project back into the Klamath River from
which it was originally diverted. For 15 years, nothing happened in this case, as parties worked with the federal government and the court system, seeking a settlement. Meanwhile,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 2008 issued a
water transfer rule which essentially stated that if water was
transferred or moved from one navigable source to another, no
permit would be needed if there is no “addition” of pollutants
to the water.
CWA Permit & Requirements
Mr. Simmons spoke at length about what may be the most
litigated sentence of the Clean Water Act, which states, “It is
illegal to discharge pollutants from a point source to a navigable waters of the U.S. without a CWA permit.” Securing such
a permit in the Klamath situation would require that federal
water quality standards would also have to be met, which
would likely require the construction of a water treatment

Continued on Page 5

Making the ESA Work for the 21st Century (Continued from Page 3)
tions to talk openly about what they think they know.
“We need to stop buying into the idea that we know
with certainty what is going on in the ecosystem,” he said.
“We need to have a revolution.”
Wildlife & The Economy in the Rocky Mountain West
David Willms began his remarks by emphasizing the
importance of energy to the Wyoming economy. Wyoming is the second largest energy provider in the U.S.
(behind Texas) and the largest energy exporter in the
country. If Wyoming was a country, it would be the third
largest energy exporter in the world.
Wyoming is also a state that hosts incredible fish and
wildlife populations. Mr. Willms does not believe that one
value is necessarily more important than the other.
“It should not be wildlife versus economic development,” he said. “We can have both.”
Since 2004, there have been five different lawsuits
launched in Wyoming, with the intent of promoting delisting of ESA-protected species. However, even if success-

ful in lower courts, delisting decisions can be challenged
in Appeals Court.
The states of Wyoming, Idaho and Montana spend
about $3.6 million per year on oversight of ESA-protected
grizzly bears, he said. When you apply that to the number
of bears protected in Idaho, the per capita annual cost is
more than what is spent per student in Idaho public
schools, which is about $6,000 per pupil.
According to Mr. Willms, the Obama administration
hopes to delist more species than any other previous administration combined. Right now, the total amount of
species delisted by the Obama administration stands at 14.
Meanwhile, since 1999, there have been more than 500
ESA lawsuits filed nation-wide. Mr. Willms offered an
analogy comparing the success of the ESA to buying a
new car.
“When you first purchase a new car, it is nice, and runs
well,” he said. “But if you don’t conduct routine maintenance and look for ways to improve the vehicle, it begins
to fall apart. The ESA has not been amended in over 25
years. Similar to that car, we need to conduct some routine maintenance on the ESA and improve it.”
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Advocacy in the 21st Century:
How Online Activism and Digital Marketing is Changing Minds and Changing the Game
Kelly Sawyers, Associate Campaigns Director for the
U.S.at Change.org closed out the general session on Friday
with an energizing “wake up” call, showing how organizations are effectively using the digital
space to explosively expand their fundraising and membership, and why those
that aren't are leaving enormous amounts
of money and influence on the table.
“The rise of digital advocacy and socalled ‘clicktivism’ has been ignored by
some, but just as email overtook the Post
Office and iTunes the record store, online
activism has become the new frontier in
spreading ideas, growing brands, and changing minds,” she
told the audience.
Change.org is a petition website operated by Change.org,
Inc., an American corporation that provides a tool for people
to advance social causes. It has more than 100 million users
and hosts sponsored campaigns for organizations. Popular
topics of Change.org petitions are economic and criminal
justice, human rights, education, environmental protection,
animals rights, health, and sustainable food.
The website has seen some high-profiles successes, including the much-publicized release of Washington Post
Tehran bureau chief Jason Rezaian after spending 500 days
in Iranian prison. His release was assisted by the pressure
applied after his family went to Change.org to help notify the
public of his false imprisonment. Another Change.org suc-

cess story was the “Ice Bucket Challenge” advanced by the
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Association, which
helped raise over $135 million in a six-week period, with most
of the donations comprising $100 or less.
“There is no ceiling to digital fundraising,” said Ms. Sawyers, who provided three
recommendations on how organizations like
the Family Farm Alliance can better utilize
social media.
Her first recommendation was to create a
website.
“It should include a mission, and carry a
tone that explains why someone that doesn’t know your site
should care,” she said. “Search Engine Optimization should be
employed to allow you to choose the words you want to be
linked to your page on a google search. The website also
needs to be optimized for use by mobile devices. It should be
high quality, professional, sleek, uniform, and easy to navigate.”
Second, Ms. Sawyers recommended using Facebook and
Twitter and creating an active presence by getting into a routine schedule of posting. Applications are available that allow
users to create ads, images and videos that are easy to share.
Finally, she recommended that an effective email program be
created.
“Use a nice email layout and include helpful information,”
said Ms. Sawyers. “Do not use email to spam your subscribers
but use it to engage a subscriber base.”

Klamath Straights Drain Litigation (Continued from Page 4)
facility near the Straits Drain pumping station, which lifts
Klamath Project drainage water back into the Klamath
River. Such a facility would likely be required to treat
irrigation return flows to standards better than what exist
in the Klamath River. This challenge is further complicated by the fact that the return flow is not exclusively irrigation water, but also contains suburban stormwater runoff originating from lands outside of the Klamath Irrigation Project. Attorneys represented the Klamath Project
water users argued that, if water is being moved from
place to place within the same water body, a permit for
that transfer is not required.
Mr. Simmons also highlighted the case of Bureau of
Reclamation v. Klamath Basin Water Users Association
that was recently decided in the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. The case held that the Straits Drain is not
“meaningfully distinct” from the Klamath River, so, legally there is no addition of pollutants from the Drain to the
River. For the purposes of the Clean Water Act, they are
the same.
The federal district court in 2012 ruled that the Strait

Drain discharge did not need a permit. This case was followed by other water user interests throughout the country
because it related to other important water transfer litigation in Florida and New York. The 2012 ruling demonstrated that the Straits Drain and Klamath River were not
meaningfully distinct, although at first glance that might
not appear to be the case. The court’s decision was important because it was based in history, and acknowledged
the unique parallels between the flow relationship that
existed in the Straights Drain and the Klamath River before and after the construction of the Klamath Irrigation
Project.
“This was something new and different from what I
have seen in water law before,” said Mr. Simmons, who
believes that implementation of the water transfer rule will
be different for different contexts and locations.
The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in 2015 did not overturn the 2012 court’s decision, but it also did not rule if
the water transfers rule was legal. That finding will likely
be determined in a future decision coming from the 2nd
Circuit.
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Commissioner’s Address Emphasizes Partnerships
One thing Bureau of Reclamation Commissioner Estevan Lopez has learned in the first 14
months of his job is the importance of partnerships, including the strong one that exists between the agency he runs and the Family Farm
Alliance.
“Family Farm Alliance has been invariably
willing to roll up their sleeves and work to a
solution that represents our interest and theirs,”
Commissioner Lopez told the conference audience on the first morning of the general session.
Commissioner Lopez described other partnerships as well, including the “Build America”
Initiative, where the Department of the Interior
has launched a new Resources Investment Center, which partners with states, local governments, tribes, and private sector entities that seek
to boost infrastructure development for key projects.
The extent and severity of the recent Western
drought prompted the creation of another collaboration, the National Drought Resistance Partnership.
“Even if the drought ends, it will enviably
happen again,” said the Commissioner. “We

Bureau of Reclamation
Commissioner Estevan
Lopez addresses the annual
conference general session.

should focus on building resiliency because
our efforts do matter.”
Last year, Reclamation awarded over $5
million for cost sharing programs for drought
contingency plans and conservation plans.
Commissioner Lopez noted that, as a result of
climate change, the West can expect changes
in precipitation and changes in timing of how
we deal with water allocations. He commended Western farmers and ranchers for making
the best of the situation.
Commissioner Lopez outlined key highlights of last year’s program budget and the
budget request recently proposed by President
Obama for next year, the latter of which includes $100 million for Western drought response. He noted that administration of the
Secure Water Act and related programs will be
informed by climate change.
“To deal with future water security, we
need continued infrastructure investment strategies and proper management,” he said. “We
must get creative with government and private
funding, using initiatives like Build America
as drivers.”

Bureau of Reclamation Roundtable
The Bureau of Reclamation’s top leaders from WashingHow is your region dealing with drought?
ton, D.C., Denver, and all five regional offices once again
participated in an interactive discussion of key Western wa“Some areas managed well and others did not. It really
ter policy issues in a time-honored Alliance conference traditakes a coming together, borrowing, transferring, and collabtion.
orating among environmental groups, tribes, residents and
This year’s Reclamation Roundtable was moderated by
farmers.
This year, some farms saw a near-zero water allocaAlliance Executive Director Dan Keppen, who teed up topics
tion and it is
like drought, the
hard
to say what
federal Endanwill
happen
next
gered Species
year. Even with
Act (ESA), agthe help of El
ing infrastrucNino, we are
ture and workstill behind avforce challengerage. However,
es, and Western
there is hope in
water success
the
snowpack.”
stories for discussion by RecDavid Murillo,
lamation’s top
Mid-Pacific
decisionRegional
makers.
Director
Here is a
summary of
Alliance Executive Director Dan Keppen moderates the Bureau of Reclamation
some of the
Roundtable on February 18 the Family Farm Alliance Annual Conference.
highlights from
Continued on
the Q&A sesPage 7
sion:
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Reclamation Roundtable (Cont’d from Pg. 6)
How is Reclamation working
with ESA -driven challenges?
“We’ve learned some lessons. Local and state involvement is absolutely essential for us. Relationships are key,
especially with Fish and Wildlife agency regulators. We
have to take a long term approach.”
Mike Ryan, Great Plains Regional Director
“The low Central Valley Project delivery numbers are
attributed to the way things have operated within the fish
agencies for the last three years. So, to move off of zero
allocations, we must come together with the fish agencies…
with everyone.”
David Murillo

Are institutional knowledge transfer and aging work
force problems at Reclamation?
“Approximately 25% of Reclamation employees will soon
be eligible for retirement. In five years, 44% will be eligible.
To fill vacancies, we look within the agency first, to keep the
institutional knowledge within the ranks. Then we hire positions from other agencies. Many jobs are in remote locations,
so it is challenging to get employees to relocate. Hydropower
has lost its sexiness to some potential hires, but many candidates are enthusiastic about working in the public sector.”
Brent Rhees, Upper Colorado Regional Director.
What are some examples of collaborative success stories,
and can you provide suggestions on how all of us can work
towards repeating those successes?

“We have been taking inventory of our assets’ condition
and status to get an estimate cost of repair needs. We then
prioritize the appraisal needs according to feasibility and
funding, using a risk-based prioritization method. Funding
is a big concern. We are looking at Congress, private-public
partnerships, and innovative ways of addressing pressing
rehabilitation needs through forums like the new Resources
Investment Center.”

“Partnership and collaboration are important, and it starts
with relationships. You need to talk about issues before they
become an emergency. It is necessary to engage and educate a
broad range of folks, to ensure the solutions we come up with
will include everyone. Right now, 18% of the Reclamation
workforce is new, which does not count lateral movement
within. We have some programs where one organization can
host a group from another organization or department to get
one another to understand their position and meet face-toface. One tip we’ve learned is to try to bring in more students,
because that encourages loyalty and firm foundations.”

David Palumbo, Deputy Commissioner for Operations

Lorri Lee, Pacific Northwest Regional Director

“We have shifted focus in our 5-year projections to emphasize reserve works before transfer works. We aim to
represent the needs as what they truly are. We are working
on creating smaller local groups to get better data and an
understanding of the area and their needs. We wanted to
find a way to convey information to Congress that was
more useful, so we stared breaking down data state by state,
even though it was not collected this way. Finally, we want
to recognize the ways that people are supporting the infrastructure improvements made by all of us, the public.”

The more informal Q&A format used in this year’s Reclamation Roundtable will likely be replicated in future conferences.
“I heard some great comments about this year’s panel discussion,” said Mr. Keppen. “I really appreciate the time all
our Reclamation panelists put into preparing for this. It’s another great example of the strong partnership between the
Family Farm Alliance and Reclamation.”

What are some specific examples of how Reclamation
is dealing with aging infrastructure?

Roseann Gonzales, Director of Administration

Dear Friends of the Family Farm Alliance:
Irrigation Leader magazine is distributed to irrigation district managers and
boards of directors in the 17 western states, Bureau of Reclamation officials,
members of Congress and committee staff, and advertising sponsors.
You can sign up for an electronic notice or have your name added to the hard
copy mailing list of Irrigation Leader magazine by contacting Kris Polly at
(703)-517-3962 or by e-mailing
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Inside Washington — A Look at D.C. From the Hill
Mark Limbaugh of The Ferguson Group (Washington,
D.C.) kicked off the Thursday afternoon general session by
moderating an annual conference tradition that features staff
from key congressional water committees. This year, Mr.
Limbaugh was joined on stage by Chris Kearney (Majority
Senior Professional Staff, Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee) and Kiel Weaver (Majority Staff Director, House Natural Resources Water, Power and Oceans Subcommittee).

The Water, Power and Oceans Subcommittee priorities in the
coming year will be on the Bureau of Reclamation budget,
federal intrusion in water rights, hydropower, Indian water
rights, energy, and drought legislation.
Senate Water Issues

Chris Kearney, the senior Republican staffer for the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, was appreciative of the collegial relations that exist on the Committee he
House Water Priorities
works for.
“There is great value in having bipartisan representation
Kiel Weaver summarized some of the recent successes he on the committee that understands the drought thoroughly,”
has worked on as the Republican staff director for the House
he said.
Water and Power Subcommittee, including title transfer
To get a sense of where the action will occur in the comoversight and low-head hydropower legislation that was
ing year, he advised the audience to keep an eye on the federsigned into law by President Obama 18 months ago.
al budget.
“The best ideas
“Budget
don’t come from
and policy
Washington, D.C.,”
are inextricaMr. Weaver said.
bly linked,”
“They come from peohe said.
ple who are on the
He also disfront lines every day
cussed the
and actually have to
upcoming
deal with this kind of
presidential
stuff.”
election.
Mr. Weaver’s Sub“With the
committee in this Conpresidential
gress now has overelection
sight of NOAA Fishercomes very
ies and the U.S. Fish
significant
and Wildlife Service,
ramificain addition to the Butions,” he
reau of Reclamation
said. “By
and the U.S. Geologielecting the
cal Survey. Marine
President,
environmental matters
you are signThe
Washington,
D.C.
Panel.
have received ining off on
creased attention in the
that person
past year because of this new focus, and also because the
appointing about 3,000 different agency and department
new Chairman of the Subcommittee hails from Louisiana, a
heads that many of the voters will never see or know”.
coastal state.
In the question and answer interaction with the audience,
Still, Western water is key priority for the Subcommittee,
both
Mr. Weaver and Mr. Kearney addressed questions raised
which conducted hearings on a multi-titled Western water
on
title
transfers, environmental litigation, and whether or
bill (HR 2898) that was passed in 2015 by the House. That
not overall success is being made on finding ways to curb
bill contains provisions to address California Bay-Delta wathat litigation.
ter management, protect water rights, and streamline permit“One of the ways that the litigious environmental organiting requirements for new water storage projects.
zations get what they want through very incremental, step“Storage is a great recipe to help fight climate change,”
by-step-by-step means,” said Mr. Weaver.
said Mr. Weaver.
“If we focus on a similar piece-by-piece-by-piece apIn addition to finding ways to improve management of the
proach, then a lot more sides can win.”
Central Valley Project, Congress is also looking at the Marine Mammal Protection Act and Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
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Forests, Watersheds and Source Water Protection
Family Farm Alliance members range from large irrigation districts to small family farmers, all of whom work together to protect irrigation water supplies. Several conservation organizations also participate with the Alliance on innovative partnerships addressing protection of natural resources. The importance of protecting our collective watersheds is vital for many values and resources.
A Thursday afternoon general session panel provided a
broad Western perspective on the issues of restoration and
watershed protection, and the importance of funding restoration work on National Forest lands, including federal legislative initiatives. Moderated by Rebecca Davidson (Salt River
Project, Arizona), the panelists included Chris Treese
(Colorado River Water Conservation District), Erin Huston
(California Farm Bureau Federation) and Steve Moyer (Trout
Unlimited).
Colorado River District
Mr. Treese’s district is the largest district of any kind in
Colorado, and is responsible for 28% of
the land in the state.
The Colorado River
District is one of four
conservation districts
in Colorado. He explained that 31% of the
West is forested and
that 65% of public
drinking water comes
from these forests.
However, most forests
in his region – which
are primarily owned
and managed by the
federal Bureau of Land
Management and U.S.
Forest Service - are
overgrown and susceptible to catastrophic wildfire.
Since 2001, Forest Service programs have been cut by
21%, which led to a corresponding 46% reduction in sedimentation and drainage control efforts in this same time. This
is a critical concern, since more than 90% of surface waters
originate on federal lands.
In the 2004-2007 timeframe, fire consumed 40,000 acres
in his district. Between 2008 and 2015, 140,000 acres were
burned. Recent fires are burning hotter and faster than they
used to, also. The Buffalo Creek Fire on May 18, 1996
burned 11,900 acres in just four hours.
In recent years, “fire borrowing” in federal budgetmaking has led to more than half of Forest Services allocations being used to dealing with fire control.
“That is not representative of their budget that was given
to them,” said Mr. Treese. “The Forest Service had to divert a
lot of money from their budget to be able to deal with this

issue.”
U.S. Senator Michael Bennet (Colorado) has also
weighed in on this topic.
“We are managing our forests in the most fiscally irresponsible way,” said Senator Bennet. “Which is to say we are
taking the money for prevention and conservation and spending in on wildfire suppression, so that there is no money left
over for conservation and prevention.
Mr. Treese discussed a variety of legislative and collaborative tools under consideration to deal with watershed health
and post-fire work, including “Forest to Faucet” initiatives,
and the Source Water Protection Act.
Concerns of Trout Unlimited
Steve Moyer outlined some of his organization’s interaction with the Forest Service on watershed health matters. The
Forest Service is seen as a critical partner, since the agency
manages habitat for 62% of ESA-listed fish and 79% of ESA
-listed freshwater mussels. Trout Unlimited also has concerns
with abandoned mines
and related impacts to
stream water quality.
There are 500,000 abandoned mines in the Western U.S.
California Forest Management
Erin Huston described
the strong federal presence in California, where
53% of the state is publicly owned. That presence
is magnified in rural areas
like Modoc County,
where 70% of the county
is federally owned.
In 2014, 1.9 billion
board feet was processed in California, generating $866 million in revenue, providing 53,000 jobs, and supporting 24
saw mills. One fire alone – the Rim Fire, in August 2013 burned over 257,000 acres and cost $127 million.
“Fires burns trees and kills cattle in the immediate burn
area,” she said. “However, the resulting burns have longerterm impacts that damage soils, contaminate waters and eliminate grass supplies for cattle.”
The California Farm Bureau Federation’s approach to
improving forest management looks to address the factors
“within our control”. Farm Bureau is currently working with
Senator Feinstein to advance her Wildlife Disaster Funding
Act.
“This kind of federal legislation is needed to manage our
forests to a more resilient condition to protect our forests,”
Ms. Huston concluded.
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Partnership Opportunities Between NOAA Fisheries
And Western Farmers and Ranchers
Irma Lagomarsino, the Partnerships, Communications
and External Affairs Chief for NOAA Fisheries West Coast
Region, made Family Farm Alliance annual conference history as the first NOAA speaker to present at the event in
nearly 30 years. The focus of her presentation, which included film footage and slides, highlighted recent partnership
opportunities involving farmers and ranchers and anadromous fish recovery projects on the West coast.
“Farmers are partnering with agencies to preserve salmon,” she told the audience, and then proceeded to describe
specific examples.
The Columbia Basin Water Transaction Program was
developed to manage for water scarcity. It is a partnership
involving farmers from several states, federal water, power
and fisheries agencies, and tribes.
The Shasta Safe Harbor Agreement (SHA), a program in
progress, is looking at using a tool provided by the Endangered Species Act that NOAA is just starting to use. A SHA
is a voluntary agreement involving private or other nonFederal property owners whose actions contribute to the recovery of species listed as threatened or endangered under
the ESA.
“While The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has been proficient with using safe harbor agreements, NOAA only recently has taken them on,” said Ms. Lagomarsino.
In the Shasta example, ten Northern California landowners, irrigation districts, the Farm Bureau, Cal Trout and state
and federal fisheries agencies were able to come to an agreement to take several actions to address gaps in water quality,
quantity and habitat. What came out in the end were cold
water benefits for fish, infrastructure improvements, better
riparian and instream flows, and an integrated water manage-

ment plan.
Ms. Lagomarsino also described the efforts of California
Central Valley rice growers, Cal Trout, California Marsh and
Farm Ventures, NOAA Fisheries and the University of California at Davis working on the Nigeri Project, intended to
address juvenile salmon rearing habitat in the Central Valley,
where 95% of historic floodplain habitat is gone. This partnership intends to help restore salmon populations by reintroducing young salmon to winter-flooded rice fields and ultimately aims to provide thousands of acres of such habitat for
salmon and waterfowl.
In California’s Russian River watershed, “fish friendly
farming” is occurring as owners of vineyards and orchards,
working with the California Land Stewardship Institute, NOAA Fisheries and the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife are finding ways to produce fruit while protecting
water quality and riparian stream conditions.
“A strong theme from this year’s conference focused on
the need to make federal laws, such as the ESA, work better
for species and rural communities,” said Alliance Executive
Director Dan Keppen. “Irma Lagomarsino’s presentation,
which focused on voluntary and cooperative measures between NOAA Fisheries and Western farmers and ranchers to
help struggling anadromous fish populations, definitely complimented this year’s conference theme.”
Ms. Lagomarsino also expressed appreciation for the
chance to participate in the Family Farm Alliance Conference last week.
“The Family Farm Alliance did a fabulous job setting up
an agenda of relevant western water-related topics and created an atmosphere that was engaging and welcoming,” she
said. “Well done!”

A Family Affair
The Family Farm Alliance really is about families. Many
thanks to Megan Maurino (left)
and Miles Maurino (right) who
attended the 2016 annual conference and prepared the notes
and photos that form the basis
for this edition of the Monthly
Briefing. Alliance Executive
Director Dan Keppen is the uncle of Megan and Miles, pictured here with Alliance President Pat O’Toole and his wife,
Sharon.
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The Delta Smelt and Santa Ana Sucker Cases:
The Ninth Circuit’s Recent ESA Decisions
Damien Schiff, a principal attorney at Pacific Legal Foundation, opened up the Friday general session with an update
on important recent decisions made by the Ninth Circuit on
fish protected by the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA).
Mr. Schiff has over a decade of experience litigating cases
concerning a variety of federal and state environmental and
land-use issues, including Sackett v. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, a groundbreaking decision in which the
U.S. Supreme Court upheld the right of landowners to challenge Clean Water Act compliance orders issued by the Environmental Protection Agency. In addition to the Clean Water
Act, Mr. Schiff’s practice has included direct litigation and
friend-of-the-court briefs in cases arising under the federal
and California Endangered Species Acts, among other laws.

and upheld the Biological Opinion (BO), claiming that the
smelt are to be protected “whatever the costs”.
Santa Ana Sucker

PLF and the Family Farm Alliance in October 2015
joined California agricultural and urban water users on an
amicus curiae (“friend of the court”) brief in support of a
petition for certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court in the case
of Bear V alley Mutual W ater Company v. Jewell. The petition raised two important questions, resolution of which
could improve the process for designating critical habitat
under the ESA: (1) whether the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) applies to such designations; and (2) whether
ESA section 2(c)(2) requires cooperation with State and local
Delta Smelt Case
agencies to attempt to minimize or resolve any water resource conflicts when making designations.
The Delta smelt was listed as an endangered species in
The Ninth Circuit affirmed a previous decision holding
1994, and since that time, this listing had had significant imthat the designation of critipacts on California’s Cencal habitat pursuant to the
tral Valley Project and
ESA is exempt from the
State Water Project, whose
provisions of NEPA. Petidiversions in the Baytioners believe that the
Delta often appear to be
Ninth Circuit’s crimped
singled out as the sole
interpretation
of NEPA runs
stressor to smelt populadirectly counter to Contions by certain environgress’ mandate that NEPA
mental groups and fisheries
The Delta Smelt
apply
“to the fullest extent
agencies.
possible.”
“The biological opinion prepared by the U.S. Fish and
“Because the Tenth Circuit, by contrast, has specifically
Wildlife Service relative to water project operations led to a
held that NEPA applies to the designation of critical habitat,
substantial reduction in pumping and over one million acre
we felt that review by the U.S. Supreme Court was required
feet foregone from farmers and their diversions,” Mr. Schiff
to clarify this important provision of federal law,” said Mr.
explained. “All of this was water that was contracted and
paid for, but it was withdrew by the Fish and Wildlife Service Schiff. “We also believed that review was necessary so that
the Supreme Court could clarify the appropriate relationship
opinion. Even with these dramatic water delivery reductions,
between the U.S. and the States and local governments in the
the smelt is a closer to extinction now than it ever has been.”
management of water resources.”
Water districts and farmers then sued the federal governUnfortunately, the request to review was not granted.
ment. Since ESA litigation does not get an “open court”
“The good news is that the Ninth Circuit affirmed that the
hearing, the courtroom fight that occurs revolves around the
National Environmental Policy Act applies to acceptance –
administrative record that was compiled by the agency. Olibut not issuance – of the biological opinion. The bad news is
ver Wanger, the Federal District Court judge in Fresno who
that the U.S. Supreme Court, which has not addressed the
heard this case, hired his own experts to teach him about the
ESA since 2007, denied review of the case without explanapumping diversion impacts to the smelt.
tion, despite the unsound biological opinion.”
“It was a good move by the judge to hire his own experts,
PLF is the oldest and most successful public interest legal
since courts often just defer to the federal fishery agency,”
organization that fights for limited government, property
said Mr. Schiff.
rights, individual rights and a balanced approach to environJudge Wanger ultimately concluded that the Environmenmental protection. PLF's litigation focuses on three major
tal Impact Statement (EIS) associated with the biological
projects: to defend the fundamental human right of private
opinion prepared by the federal government was based on
property; to promote sensible environmental policies that
bad data and insufficient science. However, the 9th Circuit
respect individual freedom and put people first; and to create
Court of Appeals – while acknowledging all of the errors
a nation in which people are judged by the content of their
associated with the EIS - reversed Judge Wanger’s decision
character and not the color of their skin.
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The Prior Appropriation Doctrine in the Western U.S.
What if someone suggested to you a new policy—a policy
that the existing water rights systems should be reformed.
that would result in less food production, a loss of state’s
The Australian model that has been offered as a possible temrights for more federal control, less water for your household, plate to replace the water rights system employed in Califorfor migratory birds and economic activity, and spawn endless nia and the Western U.S. has serious flaws that are not often
discussed in the public dialogue surrounding this matter.
lawsuits? The California and Western drought has created an
opportunity for some to sound the drumbeat calling for the
Stefanie Schulte, with the New South Wales (NSW) Irriend of “prior appropriation”, the doctrine that has governed
gators Council of Australia, provided background on recent
the distribution of water since Americans settled the arid
changes to the Australian water management paradigm, and
West.
explained concerns from the perspective of the agricultural
A 2015 Family Farm Alliance report on the prior approproducers she represents. The Murray-Darling Basin is locatpriation doctrine drove the discussion from this high-level
ed in Southeast Australia, and her organization represents
and diverse panel at the Friday morning general session. The
irrigators in the State of New South Wales who reside in the
panel included Paula
Basin. The Irrigators
Garcia (New Mexico
Council protects irrigaAcequia Association);
tors’ water licenses and
Justice Greg Hobbs
ensures that their inter(recently retired from
ests are represented at
Colorado Supreme
the state and federal
Court); Stefanie Schulte
level.
(New South Wales IrriA water license entigators Council, Australtles the license holder to
ia); and Brad Udall
(1) to a specific share in
(Colorado Water Instithe available water withtute). The 90-minute
in a particular water
discussion was moderatmanagement area or
ed by Gary Sawyers,
water sources (share
(Bolen Fransen Sawyers
component) and (2) to
LLP of Fresno, Califortake water at specific
nia).
times, rates or circumstances for specified
Paula Garcia of the New Mexico Acequia Association, addresses the
Support for the Prior audience during the general session panel discussion on the prior apareas or location
Appropriations Doc(extraction points).
propriations doctrine in the Western United States.
trine
Ms. Schulte explained that it was only after years of the intense
Mr. Sawyers, counsel for the Family Farm Alliance, sum“Millennium Drought” that the Australians changed their
marized the 2015 release of the organization’s water rights
system. However, the water reform process has actually been
paper. The Family Farm Alliance position is that the Western
gradually taking place over a 100 year period. Australia’s
system of prior appropriation still fundamentally works. The
Water Act 2007 effectively created new ‘rules of the game’intent of the 2015 paper was to explain the prior appropriarules that certainly favored the environment.
tions doctrine and identify related general misconceptions
Australian irrigators believe the Act and a new Murrayabout it. The paper identifies the key criticisms of the prior
Darling Basin Plan will bring about untenable social and ecoappropriations doctrine and provides responses from the pernomic implications. As such, Australia’s most recent water
spective of Western agricultural water users.
reform is not based on efficient water management between
Justice Hobbs, a long-time, strong supporter of the prior
competing water demands but rather is a product of its time
appropriations doctrine, noted that groundwater and surface
and political context.
water are integrated resources.
“There is not an easy solution to such a complex prob“If you don’t recognize that then you do not recognize
lem,” she said. “The Western U.S. water system is very difwhat nature provides us,” he said.
ferent from the Australian system.”
Justice Hobbs also emphasized that the prior appropriaBrad Udall with the Colorado Water Institute at Colorado
tions approach is a doctrine of scarcity, not of plentitude.
State University described the types of reforms undertaken in
Australia in terms of urban water use, infrastructure, water
“These are valuable use rights that need to be respected,”
rights allocations, and water recycling. While Mr. Udall prohe observed.
vided a rosier portrayal of the Australian situation than did
Ms. Schulte, he admitted, “I don’t think we will ever see the
The Australian Model
Australian system implemented in the U.S.”
Amidst the allegations that the prior appropriation docContinued on Page 13
trine is flawed and should be reconsidered have come calls
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“Thirsty Land” Highlighted at Friday Conference Lunch
The traditional conference Friday afternoon “tour” this
Documentary called “Thirsty Land”, which features interyear featured a preliminary screening of the film, “Thirsty
views and footage of ranches operated by two Family Farm
Land” and the appearance of the film’s EMMY® AwardAlliance directors.
winning producer, Conrad Weaver, President and owner of
A trailer and producer’s program on the making of this
ConjoStudios, LLC, a video production company based in
film were presented at the Dragon Noodle Café in the MonFrederick County, Maryland.
te Carlo Resort on Friday afternoon, February 19, follow“The story of drought needs to be told,” said Mr. Weaver.
ing the end of the
“Our global food
conference general
supply and our very “The story of drought needs to be told! Our global food supply and session. Alliance
survival as humans our very survival as humans depends on clean, abundant fresh
directors Dan
depends on clean,
Errotabere and Pat
abundant fresh wa- water. I want to make the audience think about it every time they
O’Toole are feater. I want to make take a drink of water, enjoy a shower, or water their lawn.”
tured in this docuthe audience think
mentary, which
about it every time
will be publicly released in April.
they take a drink of water, enjoy a shower, or water their
“The interviews with Pat and Dan are main events in
lawn.”
the film,” said Mr. Weaver.
Mr. Weaver received a Mid-America Regional EMMore information and opportunities to financially sponMY® Award for his 2014 documentary feature, “The Great
sor this important film can be found at
American Wheat Harvest”. The film was also an Official
www.ThirstyLandMovie.com .
Selection in the 2014 Life Sciences Film Festival in Pra“We have been given stewardship of a treasure that’s
gue, Czechoslovakia, and it was a featured selection at the
precious and provides food for the world,” said Mr. Weav2014 Tallgrass Film Festival in Wichita, Kansas.
er. “It must be managed well so that future generations
Conrad Weaver is currently working on a new Feature
have the same opportunities we enjoy.”

Prior Appropriation Doctrine in the Western U.S. (Cont’d from Pg. 12)
Water Rights and New Mexico Acequias
Paula Garcia, Executive Director of the New Mexico
Acequia Association, wrapped up the panel discussion with a
focus on the very unique and important role that acequias
play in her state. The word “acequia” has Arabic roots, and it
literally means “bearer of water” or “quencher of thirst”.
Acequias evolved over 10,000 years in the deserts of the
Middle East and were introduced into southern Spain by the
Moors during their nearly 800-year occupation. Spanish colonizers took acequias to the New World. Acequias included
specific governance over water distribution, water scarcity
plans, and all other matters pertaining to what was viewed as
a communal resource. The mayordomo, or watermaster, of
the acequia made decisions about water distribution among
community members, with the consent and advice of the
acequia members.

Over the course of Ms. Garcia’s years of service to
NMAA, acequias have built a movement around the principle
that "el agua es la vida – water is life" and have achieved
major policy changes locally and statewide to protect rural
and agricultural water rights.
“Our mission is to protect water and acequias, grow
healthy food for our families and communities and to honor
our cultural heritage,” she said.
Protecting agricultural water rights is critical to the wellbeing of the nearly 700 acequias in New Mexico. Ms. Garcia
explained that people honor acequias as part of their heritage
and push for a strong connection to land and community.
Knowledge and experience about growing food, sharing water, and saving seed are passed on from generation to generation.
“In our vision, acequias flow with clean water, people
work together to grow food, and communities celebrate cultural and spiritual traditions,” she said.
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